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Emphasizing adverbs worksheet

In English grammar, accent adverb is a traditional term for an intensify used to give extra strength or a greater degree of certainty to another word in a sentence or to the sentence as a whole. Adverbs of emphasis are also called emphasizing and emphasizing adverbs. The common adverbs of accent include absolutely, certainly, clearly, certainly, naturally, obviously, positively,
really, simply, and without a doubt. In The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar, Bas Aarts et al. point out that some grammatical models subdivide adverbs with this level of semantic detail (Aarts 2014). Accent adverbs have their place in just about every part of language and communication. The following examples show a diverse range of applications. I was flat broken and the
rent was due. Obviously, I needed to find a job. He taps on my phone, he tells Celia indignantly. I certainly heard it. Definitely,' (Sanders, 1980). I didn't hesitate to say, That's for sure! Tell the man - absolutely! Absolutely! Of course! (McCabe, 2003). In Stamps, segregation was so complete that most black children didn't really know what whites looked like (Angelou 1969).
Deterrence, of course, is one of the objectives of punishment, but it is certainly not the only one. On the contrary, there are at least half a dozen, and some are probably just as important (Mencken 1926). At the kitchen door, she said, You never finish your lunch. You're running out of sense. What will happen to you? Then she died. Naturally, for the rest of my life, I was looking
forward to seeing her, not only in the doors, in a lot of places, in the dining room with my aunts, at the window looking up and down the block, in the country garden among the zinnias and worries, in the living room with my father, (Paley, 1985). Theoretically, of course, you should always try the best word. But practically, the habit of excessive care in the selection of words often
results in a loss of spontaneity (Thompson 2017). Everything starting at Blake Avenue always carried for me a delicious strangeness and sweetness, simply because it was not from my block, the block, where the clang of your head sounded against the sidewalk when you fell into a fight, and the rows of light stores on either side were ruthless, looking at you, (Kazin 1951). There is
undoubtedly a feeling of traveling to foreign parts that must be had nowhere else; but it was more pleasant at the time than sustainable (Hazlitt 1885). Accent adverbs should be used with caution. Sometimes, using them with accent during an argument or speech exposes logical errors. You can speeches that agree the issue by looking for words like obviously, of course, and
really. Any defence lawyer would stand up immediately and say, Objection! if the prosecution told the jury, Obviously she is guilty (Corbett and Eberly, 2000). Aarts, Bas, et al. The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar. 2nd ed., Oxford Oxford Press, 2014.Angelou, Maya. I know why the caged bird sings. Random House, 1969.Corbett, Edward P. J., and Rosa A. Eberly. The
elements of the reasoning. 2nd ed., Allyn and Bacon, 2000.Hazlitt, William. On the way to a trip. Table Talk: Essays on men and manners. G. Bell and Sons, 1885.Kazin, Alfred. A walker in the city. Harcourt Brace, 1951.McCabe, Pat. Call Me the Breeze. Faber, 2003.Mencken, H.L. The Penalty of Death. Prejudice: Series Five. Knopf, 1926.Paley, Grace. Mother. Later that day.
Penguin Books, 1985.Sanders, Lawrence. The first mortal sin. Berkley Books, 1980.Thompson, Francis. Shelley: An essay. CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. (Before doing the exercises, you may want to read the lesson on adverbs) Find the adjective in the first sentence and fill the blanks with the corresponding adverb. Related Materials: Adverbs. ESL
resources focusing on C130 minsgroups: assorted dominoes 3-4Sixteen to intensify adjectives and names: absolutely beautiful, absolute garbage, etc. C1Dominoes corresponding with emphasis on language for focus: crack phrases, so/such as global Upper Intermediate student book Etc. Unit 1 Alive and Well Page 7 Pronunciation and speaking pronunciation of auxiliary verbs
for the focus Inside Out Student's Book Advanced Unit 3 City Page 31 City life Two people discuss the city in which they live. Follow-up Discussion on Safety in Home Cities Students Inside Out Student's Book Upper IntermediateUnit 11 Sell pages 105 - 106 (slot phrases) Unit 14 Review 2 Page 133 New Cutting Edge Upper Intermediate Student Book Module 6 Getting the Right
Page 71 Study - Practice of End-of-Unit Practice Exercises Module 6 Get the Right Page 68 Give the Focus Text Comparison - Dialogue. Students listen and add expressions of empathy. Follow-up matchin exercise. Developing grammar in context15 Make and other auxiliaries to emphasize Pages 83 - 88 An emphatic expression is one that is said with emphasis and stress to
indicate importance. This type of expression is used to show that you have strong feelings about what you say. Often, the emphatic expressions that are written have an exclamation mark (!) at the end of the sentence. While pronounced emphatic phrases have stress on the word that is used to emphasize or intensify your feelings. Creating an emphatic expression involves adding
an intensifying adverb to your existing sentence or phrase to make your feelings even stronger. In an emphatic sentence, the intensifying adverb is always added before the verb. Perhaps the most common emphatic intensifys in English are really and a lot. Some useful emphatic intensifies: Deeply:- with a lot of feeling Full: - completely, without a doubt Positively: - undoubtedly
Really: - strongly Sincerely: - with my best wishes to the mind Strongly: - with conviction Totally: - without a doubt Absolutely: - without a doubt Much - strongly - Directly emphasize a verb with the adverb very also requires the use of the word much just the word very by itself. The word very in itself is used to emphasize other adverbs or adjectives. For example: I doubt very much
that he ate the pizza. against he ate a very big pizza. 1. Use the emphatic intensifys in the box above in the sentences below. (Some words may be used more than once): (A) We - (B) I 'I' (C) We 'A' (D) He _____________________________believes that he is right, regardless of the evidence we provide to him on the contrary. (E) We'd like to encourage you to apply for the job -
(F) My business - (G) They're 2. Choose the most appropriate word or phrase given: (A) I expected to receive three letters, but none -(i) all (i) completely (iii) either (iv) completely (B) I was so tired that simply (i) (ii) quite (iii) absolutely (iv) by no means (C) I'm going to take this tie. That's the thing - (i) just (ii) quite (iii) sheer (iv) very (D) If you ask me, it's a waste of time - (i) sheer (ii)
absolutely (iii) very (iv) really (E) I - Where did you buy them? (i) would make (ii) quite (iv) just (F) Helen's new boyfriend is not (i) at all (ii) just (iii) absolutely (iv) very (g) -- (i) Actually (ii) Just (iii) Whatever (iv)What answers: EXPRESSIONS EMPHATIC Some useful emphatics: with a lot of feeling Full: - completely, without a doubt Positively: - undoubtedly Really: - strongly
Sincerely: - with my best wishes to mind Strongly: - with conviction Totally: - without a doubt Absolutely: - without a doubt Much - strongly - Directly focus on a verb with the adverb very also requires to use the word much and not only the word very The word very in itself is used to emphasize other adverbs or adjectives. For example: I doubt very much that he ate the pizza.
against he ate a very big pizza. 1. Use the emphatic intensifys in the box above in the sentences below. (Some words can be used more than once): (A) We totally/strongly/totally derhens any wrongdoing. (B) I deeply regret/much/really/totally regret my decision now. (C) We sincerely/really appreciate all your help. (D) He deeply believes/positively/much/fully/really/strongly/uttgerly
believes he is right regardless of what evidence we provide him with the opposite. (E) We would really/strongly encourage you to apply for the position. (F) My business totally /much /fully /strongly supports the work of the house. (G) They totally / much/fully/really/strongly/totally reject any compromise in the negotiations. 2. Choose the most appropriate word or phrase given: (A) I
expected to receive three letters, but none arrived. (i) all (ii) completely (iii) whether it was (iv) quite (B) I was so tired that I just had to take a nap. (i) simply (ii) quite (iii) quite (iv) by no means (C) I'll take this tie. That's the very thing I'm looking for. (i) just (ii) quite (iii) sheer (iv) very (D) If you ask me, it's a waste of time. (i) sheer (ii) absolutely (iii) very (iv) really (E) I love your new
shoes. Where did you buy them? (i) would make (ii) quite (iii) quite (iv) just (F) Helen's new boyfriend is not at all what I expected. (i) at all (ii) just (iii) absolutely (iv) very (G) What do you think you are doing, could I ask? (i) Actually (ii) Just (iii) Anything (iv) What
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